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General comments:

This article presents a library (rpe v5) that enables one to change the precision of floating-point variables in Fortran codes. Reducing the precision can improve the code performance and it can be particularly advantageous in a parallel environment because it enables one to reduce the volume of data exchanged. This article recalls the importance of mixed precision simulations. The rpe v5 library seems easy to use in Fortran codes, the Fortran language being widespread for geoscience simulations. However the interest of the library seems limited compared to existing tools. As remarked by the authors, emulated reduced precision may produce different results than the native one. In rpe v5, with reduced precision variables, the exponent range remains the same, except when half-precision variables are emulated. No information is given on the validity of the results produced. Users must perform comparisons with, for instance, the double
precision results that are supposed to be correct.

Specific comments:

In the introduction two tools that estimate rounding errors are mentioned: CADNA and Verificarlo. In the reference "Scott et al." an author is missing (C. Denis). However another article describes CADNA in more detail: F. Jézéquel, J.-M. Chesneaux, CADNA: a library for estimating round-off error propagation, Computer Physics Communications, 178(12), pages 933-955, 2008.

In my opinion, a state of the art relative to precision reduction is missing.

Introducing errors on floating-point variables in a Fortran code is a functionality of CADNA. The SAM (Stochastic Arithmetic in Multiprecision) library enables one to control rounding errors in arbitrary precision simulations. Furthermore tools exist to auto-tune floating-point precision; some are listed below.


Section 2.2: It would be interesting to have more details on the impact of rounding toward zero on fluid dynamics simulations. What would be the impact of rounding to plus or minus infinity on conservation properties?

As a remark, being not familiar with fluid dynamics simulations, I cannot easily judge the similarity of results displayed in Figure 4. The similarity of results displayed in Figure 5 seems clearer. However it would be interesting to compare them with those obtained with 10-bit significand.

The performance overhead due to the library is mentioned in the conclusion. It would be interesting to have measurements of that overhead.

Technical corrections are proposed below.

p4: The reduced-precision program (Fig. 1b) set → The reduced-precision program (Fig. 1b) sets

p7: Therefore we generally we discourage → Therefore we generally discourage
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